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Abstract 
 
This dissertation summarize a modeling of electrokinetic mixing employing electro-osmotic 
stationary and time-dependent micropumps via alternate zeta potential patches on the lower 
surface of the mixing chamber in lab on chip microfluidic device. Electro-osmotic flow is 
augmented using different model designs with alternate zeta potential values such as 25mV, 
50mV and 100mV respectively to achieve high mixing efficiency in electrokinetically 
driven microfluidic system. The enhancement of mixing via alternate opposing zeta 
potentials is studied using Finite Element Modeling. Simulation 2D and 3D workflow 
involves designated steps such as setting up the model environment, creating geometric 
objects, stipulating materials and boundary conditions, meshing and post analyzing the 
results. An electric contours and concentration gradients are derived using a Navier-Stokes 
for incompressible flow, convection-diffusion equation and Helmholtz-Smoluchowski slip 
velocity respectively. The effect of magnitude of zeta potential, number of alternate patches 
etc. are studied in detail. In addition, 2D results are compared with 3D results to 
demonstrate the significance of 3D model in microfluidic design process. 
 
vi 
Nomenclature 
 
ζ Zeta potential  
c  Concentration 
∂c/∂t Concentration gradient  
∂v/∂t  Unsteady acceleration 
(v.▽)v Convective acceleration 
-▽p Pressure gradient  
u  Velocity 
εw  Fluid’s electric permittivity 
V Electric potential 
η Dynamic viscosity of the liquid 
Ε Electric field  
f External forces 
ρ  Fluid density  
 D  Diffusion coefficient of the solution 
R Reaction rate   
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Chapter 1 
 
Introduction 
  
 
1.1 Electrokinetics 
In presence of an electric field, electrokinetics represent the study of liquid or motion of 
particle [1]; in general, the phenomena relating to the direct alteration of electrical energy 
into kinetic energy, and vice versa. The applications of electrokinetics in advances of 
microfluidic devices have been appreciated worldwide and serves as a feasible tool in 
inventing a lab-on-a-chip for use in biological and chemical assays, manipulating fluids for 
several scientific and industrial contexts in the past decade.  
 
The history of electrokinetics [2] can be traced back to the year 1808 where F. Reuss first 
observed the electrokinetic (EK) effect using DC applied to clay-water mixture. During the 
mid-nineteenth century, Napier discovered the distinction between electro-osmosis and 
electrophoresis. In the striking discovery, H. Helmholtz developed the analytical models for 
the electrokinetics in late 1879. A combination of work between Pellat (1904) and 
Smoluchowski (1921) derived the electrokinetic velocity using Helmholtz model extension. 
In the year 1941, L. Casagrande demonstrates electrokinetic phenomena in porous media 
like soil. Electrokinetics discovered continued with the early investigators including G. 
Wiedemann, G.Quincke, E. Dorn and many more. 
 
The various electrokinetic technique covering the particle and fluid transport mechanisms: 
electroosmosis, dielectrophoresis, electrophoresis, electrowetting, electrokinetic instability, 
etc. 
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1.1.1 Electroosmosis 
Under the influence of an applied electric field, electroosmosis constitute motion of a liquid 
through an immobilized particles, a porous mass, or a membrane. In other words, movement 
of electrolyte containing fluid relative to a stationary charged surface by an applied electric 
field [3-12]. It resulted into the moving ions dragging the liquid, in which they are 
embedded, due to the force exerted by the electric field on the counter-charge in the liquid 
inside the charged capillaries, pores, etc. Figure 1.1 shows the electroosmotic phenomena. 
The chemical equilibrium between an electrolyte and solid functional surfaces leads to the 
layer of mobile ions with net electrical charge near the interface, known as an electrical 
double layer. Electroosmotic flow is the outcome of the Coulomb force induced by an 
electric field on net mobile electric charge in the electrical double layer. The uniform 
velocity of the liquid far from the charged interface constitute the electroosmotic velocity 
(m/s). Usually, the measured quantity is the volume flow rate of liquid through the capillary, 
porous plug, or membrane. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.1 Sketch of the electroosmotic phenomena.                                                                          
Diagram produced based on reference [3]. 
 
It is classified into two subfields:   
 
Classical electroosmosis  
It depend on surface charges from the surface functional groups attracting counter-ions from 
the electrolyte solution and repel con-ions maintaining local electroneutrality [1, 4]. 
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Electrical double layer (EDL) formation by excess of charge near the solid-liquid interface 
with a thickness equal to the Debye screening length. 
 
Field-induced electroosmosis  
This electroosmosis involve formation of double layer polarization near the solid–liquid 
interface due to surface charges induced by the external electric field [1, 5]. Measurement of 
frequency-dependent fluid velocity is observed during the AC electrokinetic particle 
manipulation in suspension on solid–liquid interface. The fluid movement is a function of 
electrode position and frequency, and frequencies below the corresponding relaxation time 
of ions.    
 
1.1.2  Electrical double layer 
Electrical double layer occurs at the interface when an electrode is immersed into an 
electrolyte solution with variation of electric potential near an electrode surface, resulting 
the structure of charge accumulation and charge separation [13]. Accumulation of excess 
ions of the opposite charge in the solution, function of the electrode potential, being 
compensated by the excess charge on the electrode surface. 
 
Electrical double layer compose of two parallel layers of charge surrounding the object 
which may be solid particle, liquid droplet or some porous materials. The initial layer, called 
stern layer, comprises ions, either positive or negative, adsorbed onto the object due to 
chemical interactions. The second layer, called diffuse layer, is loosely associated with the 
object and consist of free moving ions, both positive and negative, that move in the fluid 
under the influence of electric attraction towards surface charge via the Coulomb force, 
electrically shielding the stern layer. 
 
1.1.3 Electrowetting 
Electrowetting involve altering the surface tension of liquids using a voltage on a solid 
surface and commonly used technique for small amounts of liquids manipulation on 
surfaces [14]. It involve the application of reduction in contact angle and the entire droplets 
motion on to the solid surface owing to electrostatic forces. Saturation of the contact angle 
at high voltage, electric fields inducing liquid surface distortions, electric fields penetration 
depth range into the liquid, and in the presence of AC voltage, conductivity and electrostatic 
effects plays prominent role in determining electrowetting property. The industrial 
application of electrowetting is not limited to optics, lenses, display technology, etc. 
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1.2 Microfluidics 
Microfluidics refers to a microscale technology that control and manipulate fluids that are 
geometrically constrained to a small, sub-millimeter scale [15] and deliver greater efficiency 
in existing processes such as smaller sample and solvent volumes, higher throughput, faster 
sequences, and lower costs. It involve study how behavior of fluids at the microscale 
changes, and how they can be exploited for new uses by integrating various microfluidic 
factors such as surface tension, energy dissipation, and fluidic interaction. Figure 1.4 shows 
the various microfluidic platform. 
 
 
Microfluidic platform 
 
 
  Capillary driven           Pressure driven             Centrifugal driven 
 
 
  Electrokinetic driven                     Acoustic driven               Droplet driven 
 
Figure 1.2 Representation of the various microfluidic platform.                                                         
Picture produced based on reference [16]. 
 
 
1.2.1 Micro-total-analysis-system (μTAS)  
Micro-total-analysis-system [17] represent an automated and integrated analysis of the 
target analyte in a sample matrix with the method of design, manufacturing and formulating 
devices [17, 18] that deal with volumes of fluid on the order of nanolitres or picolitres and 
dimension range from millimeters to micrometers. Figure 1.5 represent the classification 
scheme for microfluidic mixing based on electrokinetics. It provide a range of advantages 
such as reduction in consumption of various reagents and chemical waste, a more rapid 
analysis, a significant improvement in performance, low production cost, portable and 
disposable after diagnostic use. 
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Electrokinetic mixing 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  Passive mixing      Active mixing 
 
 
 
    DC Electroosmosis (EO) 
 
 
 
 
 
Laminar mixing Chaotic mixing             Chaotic mixing          Periodically-switching   
      DC Electroosmosis   
 
Dielectrophoresis 
 
Multiple   Split and  
Parallel    recombination      Electrowetting 
Stream 
 
                     AC EK Instability 
 
      Surface charge patterning          DC Electrokinetic      
         Instability    Field Induced EO 
 
 
Figure 1.3 Flow chart on classification scheme for microfluidic mixing based on electrokinetics. 
Diagram produced based on reference [1]. 
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1.2.2 Principle of mixing 
Repeated stretching, curve and twisted channels [19], heterogeneous and homogeneous 
combination surface patch [20] and fluid elements folding within microfluidic mixing arms 
results an efficient mixing of different concentration solution within micrimixer. An 
effective microfluidic system must deliver greater contact efficiency, lesser process time, 
rapid mixing, no unwanted reaction and inconsistenies, etc. Electrokinetic mixing is 
categorized based on its methodology as active or passive mixing.  
 
1.2.2.1 Passive mixing 
Passive mixing refers to the mixing enhancement in pressure-driven micro systems [1, 21] 
by virtue of their particular geometry dimension, surface and/or instability phenomenon 
which occurs naturally under a DC electric field.  
 
1.2.2.2 Active mixing 
Active or chaotic mixing refers to the mixing enhancement in electrokinetically-driven 
micro systems using a stationary or time-dependent electric field by means of an externally 
time-dependent or independent electrical force [22, 23]. Normally, chaotic mixing is 
achieved by applying following transport technique such as dielectrophoretic (DEP) force 
perturbation, electrowetting-based droplet, DC/AC electrokinetic instability, field-induced 
electroosmosis, and surface charges patterning. 
 
1.3 Zeta potential 
Zeta potential represent physical property which is exhibited by any charge particle in 
suspension. It is the electric potential at the interfacial double layer at the location of the 
slipping plane relative to the point in the bulk fluid away from the interface [24]. Figure 1.6 
depicts the zeta potential. In other words, it denotes the stationary layer of fluid attached to 
the disperse particles and the dispersion medium’s potential difference. It is widely used for 
the quantification of the charge since the net electrical charge is contained within a region 
bounded by the slipping plane and location of that plane. Stern potential or electric surface 
potential and zeta potential in a double layer are defined in different locations, they exhibit 
different (not equal) quantity. 
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Figure 1.4 Illustration of the zeta potential.                                                                                         
Diagram produced based on reference [24]. 
 
 
Zeta potential is only available path for characterization of double layer property and a key 
indicator for stability in colloidal dispersion. Magnitude of zeta potential indicates the 
degree of the electrostatic repulsion or attraction in the dispersion among neighboring equal 
charged particles. A high zeta potential will confer stability i.e. the solution or dispersion 
will resist aggregation within molecules and particles that are small enough. When the 
potential is small, the attractive forces may exceed this repulsion and the dispersion may 
break and flocculate. Hence particles with high zeta potentials are electrically stabilized 
whereas with low zeta potentials tend to coagulate or flocculate as shown in the table. Zeta 
potential is not measurable directly and can be calculated using theoretical and 
experimentally models. 
 
R. J. Hunter [24] describes the range and characteristic stability property of zeta potential in 
table 1.1. Here, the author describes that at lower zeta potential range i.e. ± 0 to ± 10 mV the 
colloidal solution shows high instability whereas with increasing zeta potential, the stability 
of the colloidal solution increase, high stability among ± 60 to ± 100 mV. 
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Table 1.1 Data on zeta potential range and its characteristic property.                                                                 
Data based on the work of R. J. Hunter [24]. 
 
Zeta Potential Range Characteristics 
± 60 to ± 100 mV High Stability 
± 30 to ± 60 mV Stable 
± 10 to ± 30 mV Unstable 
± 0 to ± 10 mV High Instability 
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Chapter 2 
 
Literature review 
  
 
Miniaturization shows an industrial drift from past several years with an automated and 
integrated microfluidic systems. The microfluidic device engrosses high output with 
accuracy, precision, and operationality for many processes employing reduce size, shape 
and quick samples analysis. Lab-on-a-chip devices possess varied characteristic property 
ranging from silicon/glass closed channels, PDMS/PMMA polymeric matrix, with volumes 
capacities within the range of micro and nanolitres. This miniaturization of lab-on-a-chip 
devices plays a fundamental role in the physical and physicochemical property such as 
surface-to-volume ratio, homogeneous and heterogeneous surfaces, and surface energies 
within microstructure. The application of microfluidic systems can cover a vast research 
field such as immunology, macromolecules analysis, biomedical diagnostics, etc. 
 
The first report on electrokinetic application in lab on chip microfluidic devices can be 
traced back to Chang et al. [1] work in 2007 in which the recent advancements in the micro-
mixing based on electrokinetics, including dielectrophoresis, and electroosmosis were 
reported. Electrokinetic based microfluidic systems serve as an important means for 
chemical and biological assays since it is portable with low voltage and no external 
mechanical device usage. Researchers has demonstrated that micromixers must function 
under low Reynolds numbers and high Péclet numbers conditions. Due to the low Reynolds 
numbers flows within micromixers, mixing is mostly aided by diffusion, unless otherwise 
augmented by additional methods. Passive mixers accomplish mixing in DC fields in 
presence of varied geometric dimension, diverse surface and electrokinetic instability 
whereas active mixers employs time dependent or independent external electric fields. To 
achieve high mixing efficiency, microstructure must consist of different mixing techniques 
10 
in order to achieve device merits, mainly, microfabrication process, cost effective and high 
throughput.  
 
Fu et al. [25] has reported a novel microfluidic mixer utilizing electrokinetic driving force 
under low switching frequency to mix electrolytic fluid samples rapidly and efficiently in a 
double-T-form microfluidic mixer in 2005. For the mixing purpose, a single high-voltage 
power source is applied in order to increase the contact area and samples time and 
perturbations of the fluid field. The intensity distribution downstream from the mixer, is 
calculated, and the effectiveness of the mixer which is the function of 2 Hz periodic 
switching frequency and 100 V/cm electric field strength were determined. Various 
numerical results ascertain the efficiency of double-T-form micromixer high mixing 
efficiency up to 95% within a mixing length of 1000 mm downstream from the secondary 
T-junction. In a 150 V/cm driving electric field, the mixing performance were achieved if a 
longer channel length and a higher switching frequency are applied. 
 
In 2002, Erickson et al. [20] demonstrated an influence of surface heterogeneity on 
microfluidic mixing employing electroosmotic flow. Researchers have incorporated 
oppositely charged surface heterogeneities to microchannel walls within the micromixer 
verified using 3D model and experimental T-shaped mixer. The authors reported that 
mixing efficiency were greatly improved in presence of surface heterogeneity, highest 
amongst increased quantity of the surface walls, its size and the degree of heterogeneity 
respectively, with decrease in the mixing channel length by 70%. 
 
Wang et al. [26] in 2007 reported asymmetric flow geometries and relay switching for 
microfluidic mixer employing electrokinetics. Mixing is enhanced by employing 
asymmetric flow geometries and electrokinetic relay actuation within hybrid mixer. 
Modeling results indicated that electrokinetic relay at an appropriate frequency, asymmetric 
flow geometries and narrow channel can improve mixing efficiency of a hybrid mixer. A 
high mixing efficiency up to 95.6% was reached within one sec at 500 μm for a 50 μm wide 
channel causing rapid mixing of liquids with reduce analysis time and high throughput 
permit. 
 
Kim et al. [27] have reported a protein concentration device using a reversibly bonded 
glass/polydimethylsiloxane chevron shaped microfluidic chip with 20 μm distance between 
the microchannels in 2006. Negatively charged proteins were concentrated under the 
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influence of an electric field across thin walled microchannel. Different concentrated 
proteins were separated, due to PDMS dielectric breakdown triggering a nanoscale channel 
route between the PDMS and the glass, by switching the direction of the electric field 
parallel to the thin walled section. The reported microfluidic system can be employed as an 
efficient protein assay. On similar principle as reported by Kim et al. [27], an integrated 
micro-nanofluidic system for protein analysis, preconcentration and preparation of sample 
were reported by Anwar et al. [28] in 2011. Here, proteins were trapped electrokinetically 
near the junction, making the chip an efficient protein preconcentrator. Also, no nano-
lithography fabrication methods were used in protein preconcentration signifying great 
advantage of this integrated micro-nanofluidic system. 
 
Coleman et al. [29] in 2006 has reported symmetric sequential injection and expansion for 
high efficiency electrokinetic micromixing. This chips were designed with input from a 
numerical study, microfabrication in polydimethylsiloxane using soft-lithography, and 
fluorescence microscopy testing. Rapid switching of the electric field greatly improve initial 
mixing over static-field mixing suggesting efficient mixing strategy for electrokinetic flows. 
Here, researchers have demonstrated a field switching microfluidic mixing strategy utilizing 
a symmetric sequential injection geometry with an expansion chamber to achieve high 
efficiency. Decrease in Péclet number and rapid axial diffusive mixing were enhanced by 
three-inlet injector connected with two dissimilar incoming solutions whereas downstream 
injector, the sequence enters an expansion chamber. This sequential injection and expansion 
with micromixing imparts compact axial length, high mixing efficiency, steady outflow 
velocity and concentration. 
 
Zhang et al. [30] reported Silicon On Insulator (SOI) processing of a ring electroosmotic 
micromixer, employing electrodes arrangement and flow obstacles to induce chaotic mixing 
within a micromixer in 2004. The fabrication process involve heavily doped silicon, and 
SOI wafer for electrical isolation from the substrate by thermally growing SiO2 between the 
two areas to bridge the empty space. Integrated electrodes were fabricated by SOI and the 
Focused Ion Beam (FIB) processing within full depth microfluidic system. 2D and 3D 
simulation results represent chaotic mixing application. 
 
A very recent approach for design and simulation of drug mixing and droplets generation 
employing cell-based digital microfluidic chip were reported by Dong et al. [31] in 2012. 
Here, researchers has demonstrated that mixing efficiency can be increased by employing 
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the non-clogging counter-flow microconcentrator. In addition to mixing efficiency, 
researchers also proposes pressure variation in water and air inlet analysis during a period of 
droplet generation. To optimizing the microfluidic chip design, simulation work were 
performed. The microfluidic chip enable cells mixing with drugs within counter flow unit 
and T-junction, resulting liquid droplets in the moving air flow. Within the frequency range 
of 25-100Hz, the relation between droplet length and flow rate ratio were found. At droplet 
length of 160μm, the droplet formation stability is reached at Qd/Qc=1. Glucose solutions of 
0.3mol/dm3 and 0.15mol/dm3 concentration were mixed with pressure over 25% or 80% 
respectively of the max pressure reached. The outlet with a concentration of 0.228mol/dm3 
signifies a steady state condition for equal flow-rates within microfluidic chip. 
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Chapter 3 
 
Simulation 
  
 
3.1       COMSOL Multiphysics 
COMSOL Multiphysics represent fully integrated software suite employing finite element 
based engineering tool that allowed entering coupled systems of partial differential 
equations in order to simulate and analyze the multiphysics phenomenon. FEMLAB is a 
collaborative software involving Finite Element Method (FEM) in adaptive form with 
automatic error control for the simulation of ordinary and partial differential equations. This 
software possess a wide range of applicability such as heat transfer, mass-energy transfer, 
fluid dynamics, general physics, etc. 
 
Finite element method or finite element analysis (FEA) segments a large numerical problem 
into smaller, simpler parts (finite elements) for finding approximate solutions to boundary 
value problems for partial differential equations. Simulation workflow involve modeling 
steps from one and the same environment, mainly, 
 
 Set up model environment 
 Create geometric objects 
 Specify material properties 
 Define physics boundary conditions 
 Create the mesh 
 Run simulation 
 Postprocess the results 
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Simulation has been performed in COMSOL Multiphysics 5.0 for modeling of 
electrokinetic mixing using electro-osmotic stationary and time-dependent micropumps via 
alternate zeta potential patches on the lower surface of the mixing chamber in lab on chip 
microfluidic device.  
 
3.2       Method and Model   
 
Methodology 
 
 
 
 
        Theory            Experiment 
 
 
 
   
            Fabrication                         Visualization 
Navier-Stokes equation   Lattice-Boltzmann equation 
 
 
      Lattice-Boltzmann method 
 
             Silicon/PDMS/PMMA            Flourescence or  
Stokes   Numerical              Confocal microscopy 
equation simulation 
 
 
Figure 3.1 Flow chart on methodology classifications for the study of micro-mixing.                          
Flow chart produced based on reference [1]. 
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3.2.1 Model parameter 
Table 3.1 Data on model parameter. 
 
                           
Name 
                               
Expression 
                                      
Value 
                                                              
Description 
U0 0.1[mm/s] 1.0000E-4 m/s Mean inflow velocity 
sigma_w 2.0[S/m] 2.0000 S/m Conductivity of the ionic solution 
eps_r 45 45.000 Relative permittivity of the fluid 
zeta 25mV / 50mV / 100mV 25mV / 50mV / 100mV Zeta potential 
V0 25mV / 50mV / 100mV 25mV / 50mV / 100mV Maximum value of the AC potential 
omega 2*pi[rad]*8[Hz] 50.265 Hz Angular frequency of the AC potential 
D 1e-11[m^2/s] 1.0000E-11 m²/s Diffusion coefficient of the ionic solution 
c0 1[mol/m^3] 1.0000 mol/m³ Initial concentration 
t 0[s] 0.0000 s Start time 
 
3.2.2 Model physics 
Table 3.2 Data on model physics. 
 
Physics interface 
Laminar Flow (spf) 
Electric Currents (ec) 
Transport of Diluted Species (tds) 
 
3.2.3 Model mesh 
Various mesh element types for electroosmotic simulation: 
2D models - Triangular and Quadrilateral. 
3D models - Tetrahedral, pyramids, bricks, and prisms. 
 
Tetrahedral elements (simplex) represent the 3D default element type within COMSOL 
Multiphysics with adaptive mesh refinement. The other three element types i.e. pyramids, 
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bricks, and prisms involve high meshing algorithm and user input, and unable to mesh a 
particular geometry.  
2D models environment consist of 22 vertex elements, 22 boundary elements, 20 element 
number, 0.2 maximum element size, 1.1 maximum element growth size and 0.005468 
minimum element quality with triangular mesh whereas 3D models environment consist of 
around 300000 elements, around 1100000 degrees of freedom, 64 vertex elements, around 
2500 edge elements with tetrahedral mesh.  
Table 3.3 Data on 3D mesh size. 
 
Name Value 
Maximum element size 130 
Minimum element size 2 
Curvature factor 0.6 
Resolution of narrow regions 0.5 
Maximum element growth rate 1.5 
Custom element size Custom 
 
Mesh density is higher near the zeta potential patch both in 2D and 3D model which 
increase the high surface area, contact and mixing efficiency between two solutions. 
 
3.2.4 Electroosmotic simulation 
Mechanism:  
Electroosmotic flow induce circulating motion by the application of an alternate AC zeta 
potential field across a micromixer. The applied electric field exert a force on free ions in 
the charged Debye layer, and induces a flow velocity which is proportional to this electric 
field. It gives rise to hydrodynamic uncertainties via circulating flows resulting increase 
contact efficiency of the reagent and analyte and hence enhancing the mixing efficiency by 
an order of magnitude or more over pure diffusion. 
 
Equations: 
The Navier-Stokes equation for incompressible flow describe the flow in the channels. This 
equation can be expressed based on references [32, 33]. 
 ρ( ∂v/∂t + (v.▽)v ) = -▽p + μ▽2 v + f         [1] 
Where  
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∂v/∂t    =  Unsteady acceleration 
(v.▽)v   =  Convective acceleration 
ρ( ∂v/∂t + (v. ▽)v )  =  Inertial term 
-▽p   =  Pressure gradient  
μ▽2 v   =  Viscosity 
f     =  External forces 
ρ    =  Fluid density 
 
The convection-diffusion equation describes the concentration of the dissolved substances 
in the fluid inside the rectangular micromixer. This convection-diffusion equation form can 
be expressed based on reference [33]. 
  
 ∂c/∂t + ▽.(-D ▽C) = R – u ▽C                 [2] 
Where  
∂c/∂t  =  Concentration gradient  
c    =  Concentration [mol/m^3] 
D    =  Diffusion coefficient of the solution 
R    =  Reaction rate (R = 0 since concentration is not affected by any 
reactions) 
u    =  Flow velocity [mm/s] 
 
The simulation model replaces the thin electric double layer with the Helmholtz-
Smoluchowski relation between the electro-osmotic velocity and the tangential component 
of the applied electric field. Helmholtz-Smoluchowski equation can be expressed based on 
reference [33]. 
u = εw ζ ▽T V / η                              [3] 
Where  
u   =  Velocity [mm/s] 
εw    =  Fluid’s electric permittivity [F/m] 
ζ   =  Zeta potential at the channel wall [mV] 
V   =  Electric potential [mV] 
η    =  Dynamic viscosity [kg/ms] 
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Chapter 4 
 
Experimental results 
  
 
4.1 2D Simulations Results 
 
 
4.1.1  2D Model A  
With adjacent two opposite electric potential of 25mV, 50mV and 100mV respectively.  
 
 
 
     25mV   -25mV 
 
Figure 4.1 Representation of the microchannel meshing. 
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       25mV   -25mV 
Figure 4.2 Representation of the two 
electric potential contour. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.4 Representation of the velocity 
field streamline in adjacent two opposite 
electric potential of 50mV and -50mV. 
 
Figure 4.3 Representation of the velocity 
field streamline in adjacent two opposite 
electric potential of 25mV and -25mV. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.5 Representation of the velocity 
field streamline in adjacent two opposite 
electric potential of 100mV and -100mV. 
 
 
 
2D Model A Inference:   
25mV zeta potential solution shows low streamline velocity field, 50mV zeta potential 
solution shows slight increase whereas 100mV zeta potential exhibit highest streamline 
velocity field with 10 μm height micromixer for two adjacent opposite electric potential. 
Hence, model A shows a cumulative increase in velocity field streamline within micromixer 
from 25mV up to 100mV zeta potential solution. 
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4.1.2  2D Model B 
With alternate three opposite electric potential of 25mV, 50mV and 100mV respectively. 
 
 
 
 
25mV -25mV 25mV 
Figure 4.6 Representation of the 
microchannel meshing. 
 
 
 
 
 
     25mV  -25mV  25mV 
 
Figure 4.7 Representation of the three 
electric potential contour. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.8 Representation of the velocity 
field streamline with three alternate 
opposite electric potential of 25mV, -25mV 
and 25mV. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.9 Representation of the velocity 
field streamline with three alternate 
opposite electric potential of 50mV, -50mV 
and 50mV. 
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Figure 4.10 Representation of the velocity field streamline with three alternate opposite electric 
potential of 100mV, -100mV and 100mV. 
 
2D Model B Inference:   
25mV zeta potential solution shows low streamline velocity field, 50mV zeta potential 
solution shows slight increase whereas 100mV zeta potential exhibit highest streamline 
velocity field with 10 μm height micromixer for alternate three opposite electric potential. 
Hence, model B shows a cumulative increase in velocity field streamline within micromixer 
from 25mV up to 100mV zeta potential solution. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4.1.3  2D Model C 
With four alternate opposite electric potential of 25mV, 50mV and 100mV respectively.
. 
 
 
  25mV  -25mV  25mV  -25mV 
 
Figure 4.11 Representation of the microchannel meshing. 
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     25mV -25mV 25mV -25mV 
 
Figure 4.12 Representation of the four 
electric potential contour. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.13 Representation of the velocity 
field streamline with four alternate 
opposite electric potential of 25mV, -25mV, 
25mV and -25mV. 
 
 
Figure 4.14 Representation of the velocity 
field streamline with four alternate 
opposite electric potential of 50mV, -50mV, 
50mV and -50mV. 
 
 
Figure 4.15 Representation of the velocity 
field streamline with four alternate 
opposite electric potential of 100mV,                    
-100mV, 100mV and -100mV.
 
 
 
2D Model C Inference:   
25mV zeta potential solution shows low streamline velocity field, 50mV zeta potential 
solution shows slight increase whereas 100mV zeta potential exhibit highest streamline 
velocity field with 10 μm height micromixer for four alternate opposite electric potential. 
Hence, model C shows a cumulative increase in velocity field streamline within micromixer 
from 25mV up to 100mV zeta potential solution. 
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4.1.4  2D Model D 
With alternate four opposite electric potential of 25mV, 50mV and 100mV on lower and 
upper layers respectively. 
 
                  -25mV              -25mV 
   
25mV             25mV         
 
Figure 4.16 Representation of the 
microchannel meshing. 
 
 
 
              -25mV              -25mV 
 
     25mV              25mV 
 
Figure 4.17 Representation of the four 
electric potential contour. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.18 Representation of the velocity 
field streamline with alternate four 
opposite electric potential on lower and 
upper layers of 25mV, -25mV, 25mV and           
-25mV. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.19 Representation of the velocity 
field streamline with alternate four 
opposite electric potential on lower and 
upper layers of 50mV, -50mV, 50mV and            
-50mV. 
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Figure 4.20 Representation of the velocity field streamline with alternate four opposite electric 
potential on lower and upper layers of 100mV, -100mV, 100mV and -100mV. 
 
2D Model D Inference:   
25mV zeta potential solution shows low streamline velocity field, 50mV zeta potential 
solution shows slight increase whereas 100mV zeta potential exhibit highest streamline 
velocity field with 10 μm height micromixer for four alternate opposite electric potential on 
lower and upper layer. Hence, model D shows a cumulative increase in velocity field 
streamline within micromixer from 25mV up to 100mV zeta potential solution.
  
4.1.5  2D Model E 
T-shaped micromixer with adjacent opposite electric potential of 25mV, 50mV and 100mV 
respectively. 
       25mV -25mV  25mV  
Figure 4.21 Representation of the T-shaped microchannel three electric potential placing. 
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Figure 4.22 Representation of the T-shaped 
microchannel meshing. 
        
 
Figure 4.23 Representation of the T-shaped 
microchannel three electric potential. 
 
 
Figure 4.24 Representation of the T-shaped 
microchannel surface concentration with 
adjacent three opposite electric potential of 
25mV, -25mV and 25mV respectively. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.25 Representation of the T-
shaped microchannel surface 
concentration and velocity field 
streamline with adjacent three 
opposite electric potential of 25mV,                
-25mV and 25mV respectively. 
 
 
 
Figure 4.26 Representation of the T-
shaped microchannel surface 
concentration with adjacent three 
opposite electric potential of 50mV,                   
-50mV and 50mV respectively. 
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Figure 4.27 Representation of the T-shaped 
microchannel surface concentration and 
velocity field streamline with adjacent 
three opposite electric potential of 50mV,            
-50mV and 50mV respectively. 
 
 
Figure 4.28 Representation of the T-shaped 
microchannel surface concentration with 
adjacent three opposite electric potential of 
100mV, -100mV and 100mV respectively. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.29 Representation of the T-shaped microchannel surface concentration and velocity 
field streamline with adjacent three opposite electric potential of 100mV, -100mV and 100mV 
respectively. 
 
2D Model E Inference:   
In T-shaped microfluidic micromixer with three alternate opposite electric potential, 25mV 
zeta potential solution shows low mixing efficiency and streamline velocity field, 50mV 
zeta potential solution shows slight increase in mixing efficiency whereas 100mV zeta 
potential exhibit highest and complete mixing (0.5 mol/m^3) and streamline velocity field 
with 10 μm height micromixer for concentration 1 mol/m^3 and 0 mol/m^3 respectively. 
Hence, model E shows a cumulative increase in mixing efficiency within micromixer from 
25mV up to 100mV zeta potential solution, where 100mV zeta potential exhibit highest 
concentration mixing of 0.5 mol/m^3. 
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4.1.6  2D Model F 
T-shaped micromixer with four alternate opposite electric potential of 25mV, 50mV and 
100mV respectively. 
 
25mV -25mV 25mV -25mV 
Figure 4.30 Representation of the T-shaped 
microchannel four electric potential 
placing. 
 
Figure 4.31 Representation of the T-shaped 
microchannel meshing. 
   
 
Figure 4.32 Representation of the T-shaped 
microchannel four electric potential. 
 
 
 
Figure 4.33 Representation of the T-
shaped microchannel surface 
concentration with four alternate 
opposite electric potential of 25mV,               
-25mV, 25mV and -25mV respectively. 
 
 
Figure 4.34 Representation of the T-
shaped microchannel surface 
concentration and velocity field 
streamline with four alternate opposite 
electric potential of 25mV, -25mV, 
25mV and -25mV respectively. 
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Figure 4.35 Representation of the T-shaped 
microchannel surface concentration with 
four alternate opposite electric potential of 
50mV, -50mV, 50mV and -50mV 
respectively. 
 
 
 
Figure 4.36 Representation of the T-shaped 
microchannel surface concentration and 
velocity field streamline with four alternate 
opposite electric potential of 50mV, -50mV, 
50mV and -50mV respectively 
 
 
Figure 4.37 Representation of the T-shaped 
microchannel surface concentration with 
four alternate opposite electric potential of 
100mV, -100mV, 100mV and -100mV 
respectively. 
 
 
Figure 4.38 Representation of the T-shaped 
microchannel surface concentration and 
velocity field streamline with four alternate 
opposite electric potential of 100mV,                       
-100mV, 100mV and -100mV respectively. 
2D Model F Inference:   
In T-shaped microfluidic micromixer with four alternate opposite electric potential, 25mV 
zeta potential solution shows low mixing efficiency and streamline velocity field, 50mV 
zeta potential solution shows slight increase whereas 100mV zeta potential exhibit highest 
and complete mixing (0.5 mol/m^3) and streamline velocity field with 10 μm height 
micromixer for concentration 1 mol/m^3 and 0 mol/m^3 respectively. Hence, model F 
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shows a cumulative increase in mixing efficiency within micromixer from 25mV up to 
100mV zeta potential solution, where 100mV zeta potential exhibit highest concentration 
mixing of 0.5 mol/m^3. 
 
 
4.1.7  2D Model G 
T-shaped micromixer with five alternate opposite electric potential of 25mV, 50mV and 
100mV respectively.  
 
 
25mV-25mV 25mV -25mV 25mV 
 
Figure 4.39 Representation of the T-shaped 
microchannel five electric potential 
placing. 
 
 
 
Figure 4.40 Representation of the T-shaped 
microchannel meshing. 
 
 
Figure 4.41 Representation of the T-shaped 
microchannel five electric potential. 
 
 
Figure 4.42 Representation of the T-
shaped microchannel surface 
concentration with five alternate 
opposite electric potential of 25mV,               
-25mV, 25mV, -25mV and 25mV 
respectively. 
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Figure 4.43 Representation of the T-shaped 
microchannel surface concentration and 
velocity field streamline with five alternate 
opposite electric potential of 25mV, -25mV, 
25mV, -25mV and 25mV respectively. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.44 Representation of the T-shaped 
microchannel surface concentration with 
five alternate opposite electric potential of 
50mV, -50mV, 50mV, -50mV and 50mV 
respectively. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.45 Representation of the T-
shaped microchannel surface 
concentration and velocity field 
streamline with five adjacent opposite 
electric potential of 50mV, -50mV, 
50mV, -50mV and 50mV respectively. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.46 Representation of the T-
shaped microchannel surface 
concentration with five alternate 
opposite electric potential of 100mV,               
-100mV, 100mV, -100mV and 100mV 
respectively. 
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Figure 4.47 Representation of the T-shaped microchannel surface concentration and velocity 
field streamline with five alternate opposite electric potential of 100mV, -100mV, 100mV, -
100mV and 100mV respectively. 
 
 
 
2D Model G Inference:   
In T-shaped microfluidic micromixer with five alternate opposite electric potential, 25mV 
zeta potential solution shows low mixing efficiency and streamline velocity field, 50mV 
zeta potential solution shows slight increase in efficiency whereas 100mV zeta potential 
exhibit highest and complete mixing (0.5 mol/m^3) and streamline velocity field with 10 
μm height micromixer for concentration 1 mol/m^3 and 0 mol/m^3 respectively. Hence, 
model G shows a cumulative increase in mixing efficiency within micromixer from 25mV 
up to 100mV zeta potential solution, where 100mV zeta potential exhibit highest 
concentration mixing of 0.5 mol/m^3. 
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4.2  3D Simulations Results 
 
4.2.1  3D Model A 
T-shaped 3D micromixer with four zeta potential patch of opposite electric potential of 
25mV, 50mV and 100mV respectively. 
 
 
 
Figure 4.48 Representation of the 3D T-
shaped microchannel with four zeta 
potential patch placing. 
 
Figure 4.49 Representation of the 3D 
T-shaped microchannel meshing with 
four zeta potential patch. 
 
 
 
Figure 4.50 Representation of the 3D T-
shaped microchannel with four electric 
potential. 
 
Figure 4.51 Representation of the 3D 
T-shaped microchannel surface 
concentration with four zeta potential 
patch of electric potential 25mV,                    
-25mV, 25mV and -25mV respectively. 
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Figure 4.52 Representation of the 3D T-
shaped microchannel with isosurface 
concentration having four zeta potential 
patch of electric potential 25mV, -25mV, 
25mV and -25mV respectively. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.53 Representation of the 3D T-
shaped microchannel surface concentration 
with four zeta potential patch of electric 
potential 50mV, -50mV, 50mV and -50mV 
respectively. 
 
 
Figure 4.54 Representation of the 3D 
T-shaped microchannel with isosurface 
concentration having four zeta 
potential patch of electric potential 
50mV, -50mV, 50mV and -50mV 
respectively. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.55 Representation of the 3D 
T-shaped microchannel surface 
concentration with four zeta potential 
patch of electric potential 100mV,             
-100mV, 100mV and -100mV 
respectively. 
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Figure 4.56 Representation of the 3D T-shaped microchannel with isosurface concentration 
having four zeta potential patch of electric potential 100mV, -100mV, 100mV and -100mV 
respectively. 
3D Model A Inference:   
In T-shaped 3D microfluidic micromixer with four zeta potential patch of opposite electric 
potential, 25mV and 50mV zeta potential solutions shows poor mixing efficiency whereas 
100mV zeta potential exhibit slight mixing with 30 μm height micromixer for concentration 
1 mol/m^3 and 0 mol/m^3 respectively. Hence, model A shows virtually no concentration 
mixing for 25mV and 50mV zeta potential solution however slight increase in mixing 
efficiency within micromixer for 100mV zeta potential solution for two different 
concentration of 1 mol/m^3 and 0 mol/m^3 respectively. 
 
4.2.2  3D Model B 
T-shaped 3D micromixer with six zeta potential patch of opposite electric potential of 
25mV, 50mV and 100mV respectively. 
 
Figure 4.57 Representation of the 3D T-shaped microchannel with six zeta potential patch 
placing. 
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Figure 4.58 Representation of the 3D T-
shaped microchannel meshing with six zeta 
potential patch. 
 
Figure 4.59 Representation of the 3D T-
shaped microchannel with six electric 
potential. 
Figure 4.60 Representation of the 3D 
T-shaped microchannel surface 
concentration with six zeta potential 
patch of electric potential 25mV,                   
-25mV, 25mV, -25mV, 25mV and                  
-25mV respectively. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.61 Representation of the 
3D T-shaped microchannel with 
isosurface concentration having six 
zeta potential patch of electric 
potential 25mV, -25mV, 25mV,                  
-25mV, 25mV and -25mV 
respectively. 
 
 
 
Figure 4.62 Representation of the 
3D T-shaped microchannel surface 
concentration with six zeta 
potential patch of electric potential 
50mV, -50mV, 50mV, -50mV, 
50mV and -50mV respectively. 
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Figure 4.63 Representation of the 3D T-
shaped microchannel with isosurface 
concentration having six zeta potential 
patch of electric potential 50mV, -50mV, 
50mV, -50mV, 50mV and -50mV 
respectively. 
Figure 4.64 Representation of the 3D T-
shaped microchannel surface concentration 
with six zeta potential patch of electric 
potential 100mV, -100mV, 100mV,                        
-100mV, 100mV and -100mV respectively. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.65 Representation of the 3D T-
shaped microchannel with isosurface 
concentration having six zeta potential 
patch of electric potential 100mV, -100mV, 
100mV, -100mV, 100mV and -100mV 
respectively. 
 
3D Model B Inference:   
In T-shaped 3D microfluidic micromixer with six zeta potential patch of opposite electric 
potential, 25mV and 50mV zeta potential solutions shows poor mixing efficiency whereas 
100mV zeta potential exhibit complete mixing with 30 μm height micromixer for 
concentration 1 mol/m^3 and 0 mol/m^3 respectively. Hence, model B shows virtually no 
concentration mixing for 25mV and 50mV zeta potential solution however complete mixing 
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efficiency within micromixer for 100mV zeta potential solution for two different 
concentration of 1 mol/m^3 and 0 mol/m^3 respectively. 
 
4.2.3  3D Model C 
T-shaped 3D micromixer with eight zeta potential patches of opposite electric potential of 
25mV, 50mV and 100mV respectively. 
 
 
Figure 4.66 Representation of the 3D T-
shaped microchannel with eight zeta patch 
placing. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.67 Representation of the 3D T-
shaped microchannel meshing with eight 
zeta potential patch. 
 
 
Figure 4.68 Representation of the 
3D T-shaped microchannel with 
eight electric potential. 
 
 
 
Figure 4.69 Representation of the 3D 
T-shaped microchannel surface 
concentration with eight zeta potential 
patch of electric potential 25mV,                     
-25mV, 25mV, -25mV, 25mV, -25mV, 
25mV and -25mV respectively. 
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Figure 4.70 Representation of the 3D T-
shaped microchannel with isosurface 
concentration having six zeta potential 
patch of electric potential 25mV, -25mV, 
25mV, -25mV, 25mV, -25mV, 25mV and              
-25mV respectively. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.71 Representation of the 3D T-
shaped microchannel surface concentration 
with eight zeta potential patch of electric 
potential 50mV, -50mV, 50mV, -50mV, 
50mV, -50mV, 50mV and -50mV 
respectively. 
 
 
Figure 4.72 Representation of the 3D T-
shaped microchannel with isosurface 
concentration having eight zeta potential 
patch of electric potential 50mV, -50mV, 
50mV, -50mV, 50mV, -50mV, 50mV and                 
-50mV respectively. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.73 Representation of the 3D 
T-shaped microchannel surface 
concentration with eight zeta potential 
patch of electric potential 100mV,                      
-100mV, 100mV, -100mV, 100mV,                    
-100mV, 100mV and -100mV 
respectively. 
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Figure 4.74 Representation of the 3D T-shaped microchannel with isosurface concentration 
having eight zeta potential patch of electric potential 100mV, -100mV, 100mV, -100mV, 
100mV, -100mV,  -100mV, 100mV and -100mV respectively. 
  
 
3D Model C Inference: 
In T-shaped 3D microfluidic micromixer with eight zeta potential patch of opposite electric 
potential, 25mV zeta potential solutions shows poor mixing efficiency, 50mV zeta potential 
solution shows slight increase whereas 100mV zeta potential exhibit complete mixing with 
30 μm height micromixer for concentration 1 mol/m^3 and 0 mol/m^3 respectively. Hence, 
model C shows virtually no concentration mixing for 25mV zeta potential solution however 
slight concentration mixing with 50mV zeta potential and complete mixing efficiency 
within micromixer for 100mV zeta potential solution for two different concentration of 1 
mol/m^3 and 0 mol/m^3 respectively. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4.2.4 3D Model D 
T-shaped 3D micromixer with four long arm zeta potential patch of electric potential of 
25mV, 50mV and 100mV respectively. 
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Figure 4.75 Representation of the 3D T-
shaped microchannel with four long zeta 
potential patch placing. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.76 Representation of the 3D T-
shaped microchannel meshing with four 
long zeta potential patch. 
 
 
Figure 4.77 Representation of the 3D 
T-shaped microchannel with four long 
electric potential. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.78 Representation of the 3D 
T-shaped microchannel surface 
concentration with four long zeta 
potential patch of electric potential 
100mV, -100mV, 100mV and                      
-100mV respectively. 
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Figure 4.79 Representation of the 3D T-shaped microchannel with isosurface concentration 
having four long zeta potential patch of electric potential 100mV, -100mV, 100mV and -100mV 
respectively.
3D Model D Inference:   
In T-shaped 3D microfluidic micromixer with four long arm zeta potential patch of opposite 
electric potential, 100mV zeta potential exhibit complete mixing with 30 μm micromixer 
height. Hence, model D shows complete mixing efficiency within micromixer for 100mV 
zeta potential solution for two different concentration of 1 mol/m^3 and 0 mol/m^3 
respectively.  
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Chapter 5 
 
Conclusion and future work 
 
 
This thesis presents a modeling of electrokinetic mixing using electro-osmotic stationary 
and time-dependent micropumps via alternate zeta potential patches on the lower surface of 
the mixing chamber in lab on chip microfluidic device. Electro-osmotic flow is augmented 
using different model designs with alternate zeta potential values such as 25mV, 50mV and 
100mV respectively to achieve high mixing efficiency in electrokinetically driven 
microfluidic system. 2D and 3D simulation electric contours and concentration gradients are 
derived by employing a Navier-Stokes for incompressible flow, convection-diffusion 
equation and Helmholtz-Smoluchowski slip velocity as appropriate boundary conditions.  
 
Mixing efficiency in electrokinetically driven microfluidic system depends on number of 
patch, orientation and, mainly, higher magnitude of zeta potential. In general, simulations 
results indicate that the chaotic electrokinetic mixing increase with the increase in zeta 
potential values within the T-shaped micromixer, highest with zeta potential of 100mV for 
mixing for two different concentration of 1 mol/m^3 and 0 mol/m^3 respectively. 
 
2D Simulations 
There is a cumulative increase in mixing efficiency within T-shaped micromixer from 
25mV up to 100mV for two different concentration of 1 mol/m^3 and 0 mol/m^3 
respectively. Low concentration mixing is exhibit at 25mV zeta potential whereas 100mV 
zeta potential exhibit highest mixing. 
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3D Simulations 
For zeta potential patch of four and six, 25mV and 50mV zeta potential shows constant and 
low mixing whereas with eight zeta potential patch, 25mV shows still low mixing but 
increase in 50mV mixing efficiency. Highest mixing efficiency is achieved using 100mV 
zeta potential in any zeta potential patch number and irrespective of their orientations for 
mixing for two different concentration of 1 mol/m^3 and 0 mol/m^3 respectively. 
 
Therefore, 2D and 3D simulation models shows different mixing pattern for concentration 
mixing of 1 mol/m^3 and 0 mol/m^3 respectively. 
 
Future work can be aimed to fabricate the microfluidic devices using various fabrication 
techniques such as laser ablation, optical lithography or microfabrication with 
photolithography. Fabrication workflow involves designated steps such as wafer cleansing, 
coating with photoresist, exposure to light, PDMS molding and bonding, etc. The geometry, 
number of patch and their orientation have to be taken into consideration when designing a 
microchip. The fabricated microchips can be employed to determine cell viability between 
different biological components (RBCs, WBCs, etc.), contact efficiency employing different 
lysing agent (SLS or NH4Cl), cytosol composition, mixing efficiency, etc. 
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